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S U M M A R Y
Seismic moment tensors can provide information on the size and orientation of fractures
producing acoustic emissions (AEs) and on the stress conditions in the sample. The moment
tensor inversion of AEs is, however, a demanding procedure requiring carefully calibrated
sensors and accurate knowledge of the velocity model. In field observations, the velocity
model is usually isotropic and time independent. In laboratory experiments, the velocity is
often anisotropic and time dependent and attenuation might be significant due to opening or
closure of microcracks in the sample during loading. In this paper, we study the sensitivity
of the moment tensor inversion to anisotropy of P-wave velocities and attenuation. We show
that retrieved moment tensors critically depend on anisotropy and attenuation and their neglect
can lead to misinterpretations of the source mechanisms. The accuracy of the inversion also
depends on the fracturing mode of AEs: tensile events are more sensitive to P-wave anisotropy
and attenuation than shear events. We show that geometry of faulting in anisotropic rocks
should be studied using the source tensors, since the P- and T-axes of the moment tensors
are affected by velocity anisotropy and deviate from the true orientation of faulting. The
stronger the anisotropy is, the larger the deviations are. Finally, we prove that the moment
tensor inversion applied to a large dataset of AEs can be utilized to provide information on the
attenuation parameters of the rock sample. The method is capable of measuring anisotropic
attenuation in the sample and allows for detection of dilatant cracking according to the stress
regime.

Key words: Earthquake source observation; Seismic anisotropy; Seismic attenuation; Wave
propagation; Acoustic properties.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

During rock deformation experiments, thousands of acoustic emis-
sions (AEs), are usually observed being caused by microfracturing
inside the rock. They display source mechanisms similar to natu-
ral earthquakes (Ohtsu 1991; Lockner 1993; Graham et al. 2010;
Kwiatek et al. 2011; Aker et al. 2014) but their size is different.
AEs are much smaller and radiate much higher frequencies (e.g.
Bohnhoff et al. 2009, their table 1). Since the rock deformation ex-
periments are conducted under controlled conditions, the AEs are
an ideal tool for studying spatio-temporal generation and evolution
of fractures and can substantially help in understanding earthquake
nucleation and propagation (Lockner 1993; Thompson et al. 2006,

2009; Stanchits et al. 2011). The processing of AE data is similar to
that of earthquake observations. Aside from accurate location of AE
hypocentres it is possible to determine fault-plane solutions (Zang
et al. 2000; Charalampidou et al. 2015), to construct and investi-
gate the magnitude–frequency relation and to evaluate the b-value
(Zang et al. 1998), or to perform spatial and temporal analysis of
waveforms (Kwiatek et al. 2014a). The source processes of AEs
can also be studied by moment tensors widely used in earthquake
seismology. The moment tensors provide information on the size
and orientation of microfractures producing AEs, the slip direction,
fracturing mode and ultimately the stress conditions in the sample.

First attempts to apply the moment tensor inversion to AE data
were made in hydrofracture tests (Ohtsu 1991) and in studies of
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concrete fracturing (Shigeishi & Ohtsu 2001; Finck et al. 2003).
Graham et al. (2010) further compared the moment tensor inversion
with the polarity methods developed by Zang et al. (1998) and
found a concurrent set of results from both methods, similar to what
was recently observed by Charalampidou et al. (2015). However,
moment tensor inversion provides more detailed information about
the fracture process in the source. The non-double-couple (non-DC)
components of the moment tensors inform us about fracturing mode
and physical properties of the rocks (Ohtsu 1991; Julian et al. 1998;
Vavryčuk 2004, 2005; Aker et al. 2014).

The moment tensor inversion is a powerful tool but its application
requires high-quality and well-calibrated data. Laboratory experi-
ments should be well designed and amplifications of AE sensors
and the coupling effects between the sensors and the rock specimen
should be accurately determined. Recently, two new approaches for
the sensor calibration were proposed by Davi & Vavryčuk (2012)
and Kwiatek et al. (2014b). The method by Davi & Vavryčuk (2012)
is based on a joint inversion of a set of seismic events for their mo-
ment tensors and for sensor amplifications. Kwiatek et al. (2014b)
used ultrasonic transmission data for assessing the coupling and the
sensitivity of the AE sensors as a function of the incidence angle of
each ray. Both methods have proven to be efficient in determining
or correcting for the sensor amplifications.

Progressive deformation in rock samples results in changes in
P-wave velocities and attenuation (Stanchits et al. 2006; Hamiel
et al. 2009). Stress-induced attenuation and velocity anisotropy is
caused by the formation of microfractures and increases with dif-
ferential stress. If anisotropy is neglected, the moment tensors are
less accurate and can be misinterpreted (Šı́lený & Vavryčuk 2000,
2002). For example, shear faulting on planar faults produces DC
moment tensors in isotropic media, but non-DC moment tensors in
anisotropic media (Vavryčuk 2015a). The amount of the non-DC
components depends on strength and symmetry of anisotropy and
on the orientation of faulting. Since complexity of moment tensors
in anisotropic media prevents from their direct interpretation, the
analysis of moment tensors must be supplemented by determining
source tensors. The source tensors are directly related to geome-
try of faulting and their interpretation is not biased by anisotropy
(Vavryčuk 2005, 2015a).

In this study, we present a moment tensor inversion that accounts
for anisotropy in the P-wave velocity and attenuation. We develop
a joint inversion for the moment tensors of a set of seismic events
(or AEs) and for the P-wave anisotropic attenuation. The methods
are tested on synthetic data and applied to AEs observed during
a triaxial compression experiment on a granite sample (Stanchits
et al. 2006). The derived anisotropic attenuation is compared with
that measured using the ultrasonic data. Finally, the moment tensors
are used for calculating the source tensors, and the DC and non-DC
components of the source tensors are interpreted.

2 T H E O RY

2.1 Moment tensor inversion

Displacement u generated by a seismic point source is calculated
using the representation theorem

ui = Mkl ∗ Gik,l , (1)

where Mkl = Mkl (t) denotes the seismic moment tensor, Gik,l the
spatial derivative of the Green’s tensor amplitudes, and symbol
‘∗’ represents time convolution. Since we invert amplitudes, the

convolution in eq. (1) is reduced to multiplication and the moment
tensor is obtained as (e.g. Lay & Wallace 1995):

m = G−gu with G−g = [
GT G

]−1
GT , (2)

where G−g denotes the generalized linear inversion of G. Matrix G
is the N × 6 matrix of the spatial derivatives of the Green’s function
amplitudes,

G =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

G(1)
1 G(1)

2 G(1)
3 G(1)

4 G(1)
5 G(1)

6

G(2)
1 G(2)

2 G(2)
3 G(2)

4 G(2)
5 G(2)

6

... ... ... ... ... ...

G(N )
1 G(N )

2 G(N )
3 G(N )

4 G(N )
5 G(N )

6

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3)

m is the moment vector composed of the six components of the
moment tensor M,

m = [
M11 M22 M33 M23 M13 M12

] T
, (4)

and u is the vector of displacement amplitudes observed at N sen-
sors,

u = [
u(1) u(2) ... u(N )

] T
. (5)

The spatial derivatives of the Green’s function G(i)
l are calculated

for the ith sensor by:

G(i)
1 = g(i)

1 ,1, G(i)
2 = g(i)

2 ,2, G(i)
3 = g(i)

3 ,3,

G(i)
4 = g(i)

2 ,3 + g(i)
3 ,2, G(i)

5 = g(i)
1 ,3 + g(i)

3 ,1, G(i)
6 = g(i)

1 ,2 + g(i)
2 ,1,

(6)

where g(i)
k is the amplitude at the ith sensor produced by the point

force directed along the xk-axis. The amplitude is calculated for the
direction along the sensor axis.

2.2 Green’s function in homogeneous anisotropic
attenuating media

To determine moment tensor M using eq. (2), we have to calculate
the Green’s function and particularly its spatial derivative Gik,l . For
anisotropic attenuating media, the Green’s function can be calcu-
lated using a model of viscoelastic anisotropy. This model describes
jointly velocity anisotropy and attenuation by introducing complex-
valued, frequency-dependent, viscoelastic parameters (Auld 1973;
Carcione 2007; Vavryčuk 2007a,b, 2015b). The real part of the pa-
rameters controls the propagation velocity and their imaginary part
controls the wave attenuation.

The asymptotic Green’s function and its spatial derivative in ho-
mogeneous, anisotropic, viscoelastic media reads (Vavryčuk 2007a,
his eqs 18 and 19):

Gkl (x, ω) = 1

4πρ

gk gl

v
√|K |

1

r
exp (iσ0 + iω p0 · x) , (7)

∂

xm
Gkl (x, ω) = iω

4πρ

gk gl p0m

v
√|K |

1

r
exp (iσ0 + iω p0 · x) , (8)

where

σ0 = −1

2
(ϕ1 + ϕ2) , −3

2
π ≤ ϕ1 <

1

2
π, −3

2
π ≤ ϕ2 <

1

2
π,

and p0 is the stationary slowness vector (see Vavryčuk 2007a,b).
Quantity K = K1 K2 is the Gaussian curvature of the slowness
surface, K1 and K2 are the principal curvatures, and ϕ1 and
ϕ2 are their phase angles. All quantities dependent on slowness
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vector p are evaluated at stationary point p0. Position vector x = rN,
distance r, ray vector N, frequency ω, phase angles ϕ1 and ϕ2,
and density ρ are real-valued; but polarization vector g, Gaus-
sian curvature K, principal curvatures K1 and K2, energy veloc-
ity v and slowness vector p0 are complex-valued. The meaning of
the complex-valued quantities is discussed in detail in Vavryčuk
(2007a).

2.3 Elliptic viscoelastic anisotropy

The wave quantities in eqs (7) and (8) depend on 21 complex-
valued viscoelastic parameters. The problem is simplified if we
assume elliptic, viscoelastic, anisotropic media, when the slowness
surface is spheroidal (Helbig 1994) and the medium is described
by two viscoelastic parameters a11 and a33. The stationary slowness
vector p0, energy velocity vector v, and the Gaussian curvature of
the slowness surface K can be expressed as follows (Vavryčuk &
Yomogida 1996):

p0 = 1√
a33 N 2

1 + a33 N 2
2 + a11 N 2

3

[
N1

a33

a11
, N2

a33

a11
, N3

a11

a33

] T

,

(9)

v = [a11 p01, a11 p02, a33 p03] T , (10)

K = a2
11a33

v4
[a11 p01, a11 p02, a33 p03] T , (11)

where N is the real ray direction vector, and v is the complex energy
velocity calculated as

v = √
vivi . (12)

For simplicity, the polarization vector of direct P waves in eqs (7)
and (8) are identified with the ray direction. The information on
phase σ0 is not important, because we do not analyse phase shifts
but only amplitudes.

The quantities in eqs (9)–(12) are expressed using real ray di-
rection N and two complex parameters a11 and a33 describing the
elliptic anisotropy. Parameters a11 and a33 can be determined in a
laboratory experiment by measuring velocities and Q-factors (or
attenuations) in the horizontal and vertical directions in the sample.
Since the ray and phase quantities (velocities and Q-factors) coin-
cide in the horizontal direction as well as in the vertical direction,
the parameters a11 and a33 can be calculated from real ray velocities
VV and VH , and ray Q-factors QV and Q H as follows (see Vavryčuk
2015b, his eq. 21):

a11 = V 2
H

(
1 − i

Q H

)
, and a33 = V 2

V

(
1 − i

QV

)
. (13)

The vertical and horizontal Q-factors can be determined from the
horizontal and vertical attenuations AH and AV , which control
amplitude decay of waves along the vertical and horizontal rays
(Vavryčuk 2008, his eqs 51 and 59)

Q H = 1

2AH VH
, and QV = 1

2AV VV
. (14)

2.4 Moment and source tensors

Moment and source tensors are basic quantities defining seismic
point sources. The source tensor D describes geometry of faulting,
and the moment tensor M describes body dipole forces acting at
the source. The source tensor D is expressed as (Ben-Zion 2003;
Vavryčuk 2005):

Dkl = uS

2
(sknl + slnk) , (15)

where unit vectors n and s denote the crack normal and the direction
of the slip vector, u is the slip magnitude, and S is the crack area. If
vectors n and s are perpendicular (the slip vector is along the crack),
the source tensor is double couple and describes shear faulting.

The moment tensor M is calculated from the source tensor D and
elastic stiffness parameters ci jkl using the generalized Hooke’s law

Mi j = ci jkl Dkl . (16)

In anisotropic media, the source and moment tensors diagonalize
in different systems of eigenvectors, called the PM, NM and TM axes
for the moment tensors, and the PS, NS and TS axes for the source
tensors.

In isotropic media, eq. (16) is expressed using Lame’s coefficients
λ and μ as

Mi j = λDkkδi j + 2μDi j , (17)

and the eigenvectors of the source and moment tensors are identical,
called simply the P-, N- and T-axes (pressure, neutral and tension
axes).

If moment tensor M is known, the source tensor D is calculated
by inverting eq. (16):

Di j = Si jkl Mkl , (18)

where Si jkl are the elastic compliance parameters determined from
elastic stiffness parameters ci jkl as described, for example, in
Auld (1973).

Eq. (17) indicates that a straightforward interpretation of moment
tensors in terms of faulting geometry is possible in isotropic media
only. For example, shear faulting in isotropic media is represented
by the standard DC moment and source tensors. In anisotropic me-
dia, the source tensor of shear faulting is still double couple (see
eq. 15). However, the moment tensor becomes more complicated
being affected not only by geometry of faulting but also by material
properties in the focal zone (see eq. 16). The moment tensors can
take a general form with non-zero isotropic (ISO), DC and com-
pensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) components even for simple
shear faulting on a planar fault (Vavryčuk 2004, 2015a). There-
fore, geometry of faulting of AEs in anisotropic media should be
determined from the DC and non-DC components of the source
tensors.

3 S E T U P O F T H E E X P E R I M E N T

We analyse AE data collected by Stanchits et al. (2006) during tri-
axial compression experiments on a granite sample. The cylindrical
sample (diameter 50 mm, length 100 mm) was subjected to three dif-
ferential stress cycles at successively decreasing confining pressure
of 60, 40 and 20 MPa, respectively. During the two first stress cycles,
the sample was loaded by axial vertical compression up to a maxi-
mum axial load of 500 MPa. During the lowest confining pressure
cycle, the sample was loaded up to macroscopic failure. AE activity
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AEs in anisotropic attenuating rocks 41

Figure 1. Projected sample surface with positions of 20 ultrasonic sensors
as a function of azimuth (in the horizontal plane) and vertical coordinate z.
PH and PV are the piezoelectric sensors measuring the P-wave velocity in
the horizontal and vertical directions. SHH are the shear sensors polarized in
the horizontal direction, SHV are the shear sensors polarized in the vertical
direction.

Figure 2. Waveform recordings of an acoustic emission event generated
during a laboratory rock-deformation experiment. Channels indicate indi-
vidual sensors glued onto the deformed rock specimen. Red vertical lines
mark automatically picked P-wave arrivals. The inset shows the enlarged
P wave of sensor 1 with the arrow indicating how P-wave amplitudes were
measured.

and velocity changes were monitored by twelve P-wave and eight
S-wave piezoelectric sensors (Fig. 1) with a sampling frequency of
10 MHz. We analysed the P-wave data only, since the S-wave data
were contaminated by strong coda waves (Fig. 2). The axial loading
rate was servo-controlled using the AE control. For repeated P-wave
velocity measurements, six P sensors and four S sensors were used
as emitters by applying 100 V pulses every 30–40 s during loading
and the remaining sensors were recording the transmitted signals.
Two pairs of strain gages were glued directly onto the sample sur-
face for calculating the volumetric strain (global measurement). The
ultrasonic measurements of the P-wave velocity revealed that the
originally isotropic sample became anisotropic under axial loading.

The P-wave velocity markedly decreased in the horizontal direction
and slightly increased in the vertical direction while the axial load-
ing was increasing (Fig. 3). After unloading, the sample became
again almost isotropic. Stanchits et al. (2006) analysed AEs and
distinguished between the T- (tensile), C- (compaction) and S-type
(shear) events according to the observed polarities of the P waves.
With increasing axial stress, the T-type events were dominant. Close
to failure, the S-type events became increasingly important.

The loading cycles at 60, 40 and 20 MPa produced a different level
of damage of the sample and different anisotropy strength during
loading. The most extreme changes were observed for the loading
cycle at 20 MPa. The rock sample was loaded until macroscopic
failure and therefore highly damaged and inhomogeneous. Strength
of the P-wave anisotropy increased up to 50 per cent before the
failure. The complex structure with extensive fracture systems pro-
duced a complicated scattered wave field difficult to interpret and
invert for moment tensors. Therefore, we focused on the loading
cycle at 40 MPa where the rock sample remained homogeneous and
was weakly damaged. The strength of anisotropy developed during
the loading cycle was high enough (P-wave anisotropy strength in-
creased up to 24 per cent, see Fig. 3a) to produce detectable effects
in the wave field and the waveforms of AEs. The waveforms of AE
were interpreted with no major problems and the moment tensor
inversion worked safely.

We applied a method of Stanchits et al. (2003, their eq. 3) to
calculating vertical and horizontal attenuations in the sample from
ultrasonic transmission data. We selected sensors PV11 and PV12
for estimating the vertical attenuation and sensors PH9 and PH10
for estimating the horizontal attenuation (Fig. 1). The measurements
do not allow estimating absolute values of attenuation. However, we
were able to determine the temporal evolution of the relative values
of attenuation from repeating measurements. The vertical attenua-
tion (parallel to axial stress) was decreasing due to the closure of
the horizontal microcracks and the compacted pore space, while
the horizontal attenuation was increasing due to the opening of
vertically oriented, dilatant microcracks (Fig. 3d).

4 S Y N T H E T I C T E S T S

Prior to analysis of observations of AEs, we performed synthetic
tests to assess the accuracy of the moment and source tensor inver-
sions for a given experimental setup. We focused on studying the
sensitivity of the retrieved moment and source tensors to anisotropy
and attenuation of a rock sample and evaluated errors produced by
the inversion when anisotropy or attenuation are neglected.

4.1 Sensor configuration and model of the medium

The sensor configuration and the locations of events were taken
from the laboratory experiment (Figs 1 and 4). We selected a subset
of 429 events located in the centre of the sample to ensure good
azimuthal coverage of sensors on the focal sphere (Fig. 4b) needed
for a stable moment tensor inversion.

In forward and inverse modelling of moment tensors we employed
the Green’s function for elliptic, anisotropic, attenuating media (see
Sections 2.2 and 2.3). To evaluate the sensitivity of source and
moment tensors to velocity anisotropy and attenuation we assumed
three alternative medium models:

(1) Anisotropic attenuating model: defined by time-dependent
velocity and attenuation anisotropy consistent with ultrasonic mea-
surements in the experiment. The horizontal and vertical velocities
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Figure 3. (a) Vertical (measured by sensors 11–12) and horizontal (measured by sensors 9–10) P-wave velocities, (b) applied axial stress and acoustic emission
rate and (c) volumetric strain measured by Stanchits et al. (2006). Plot (d) shows the relative horizontal attenuation measured by sensors 9–10 (blue line) and
vertical attenuation measured by sensors 11–12 (red line) derived from ultrasonic transmission data after Stanchits et al. (2003, their eq. 3). The confining
pressure was 40 MPa during the loading cycle.

are shown in Fig. 3(a). The horizontal and vertical attenuations AH

and AV follow the time dependence of the relative attenuation mea-
surements shown in Fig. 3(d). The relative attenuation was scaled
to start at the value of 3.4 × 10−3 s km–1. During loading, the hori-
zontal attenuation increased up to 5.6 × 10−3 s km–1 but the vertical
attenuation decreased down to 3.2 × 10−3 s km–1. Since the velocity
and attenuation anisotropy was time dependent during the loading
cycle, the model was specified for individual AEs according to their
origin time.

(2) Isotropic attenuating model: obtained from the anisotropic
attenuating model by neglecting the velocity anisotropy. Instead, a
constant directionally independent P-wave velocity of 5.2 km s–1

was assumed.
(3) Anisotropic elastic model: obtained from the anisotropic at-

tenuating model by neglecting attenuation. The parameters of the
velocity anisotropy remained unchanged.

The anisotropic attenuating model is the true model used for cal-
culating synthetic amplitudes imitating observations of AEs. The
anisotropic elastic and isotropic attenuating models are used in the
moment tensor inversions for assessing the sensitivity of moment
tensors to velocity anisotropy and attenuation of the medium.

4.2 Source model of AEs

The sources of AEs were calculated using the tensile-source model
(see Fig. 5). The crack normal n and the slip direction s in this
model are defined by strike φ, dip δ, rake λ and slope α as follows
(Vavryčuk 2011):

n1 = − sin δ sin φ,

n2 = sin δ cos φ,

n3 = − cos δ, (19)
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Figure 4. Locations of AEs plotted in the x–z projection for: (a) all 1278 events and (b) the selected subset of 429 events, covering the inner part of the sample.

Figure 5. Model of a tensile source. � is the plane of crack, u is the slip
vector, n is the crack normal, and α is the slope angle defined as the deviation
of slip vector u from the plane of crack. Angle β is β = (α − 90◦)/2. The
PS- and TS-axes are the eigenvectors of the source tensor and are mutually
perpendicular. For details, see Vavryčuk (2011).

and

s1 = (cos λ cos φ + cos δ sin λ sin φ) cos α − sin δ sin ϕ sin α,

s2 = (cos λ sin φ − cos δ sin λ cos φ) cos α + sin δ cos φ sin α,

s3 = − sin λ sin δ cos α − cos δ sin α. (20)

This source model allows the cracks to be opened or closed during
shear failure at the source. The inclination of the slip vector from
the plane of a crack is called the slope angle. The slope ranges
from –90◦ to 90◦. It is positive for tensile events (opening cracks)
and negative for compressive events (closing cracks). If its absolute
value is small, the source is predominantly shear. Source tensor D

is calculated from vectors n and s using eq. (15). Moment tensor
M is obtained from source tensor D and elastic parameters of the
medium using eq. (18).

We generated two synthetic datasets: one contained pure shear
events and the other tensile events. To model the source mechanisms
of AEs representative for the triaxial loading experiments we chose
shear events with dips from 30◦ to 60◦, rakes from –120◦ to –50◦ and
strikes from 0◦ to 360◦, and tensile events with dips from 45◦ to 60◦,
rakes from –100◦ to –70◦ and strikes from 0◦ to 360◦. The slope
angle is 0◦ for shear events and between 25◦ and 26◦ for tensile
events. The non-DC content (ISO + CLVD) of moment tensors
of tensile events is about 60 per cent (calculated according to the
standard decomposition formulas of Vavryčuk 2015a).

The synthetic P-wave amplitudes at each sensor were calculated
using eq. (1) from the moment tensors of shear or tensile events
and from the spatial derivatives of the Green’s function for the true
anisotropic attenuating medium. The synthetic amplitudes served
as the ‘observed’ data for the moment tensor inversion using eq. (2).

4.3 Analysis of shear AEs

The P-wave amplitudes of shear AEs were inverted for the mo-
ment and source tensors assuming: the anisotropic attenuating
medium, the isotropic attenuating medium, and the anisotropic elas-
tic medium (Fig. 6). The results are shown using the P- and T-axes
on the focal sphere and the non-DC components in the diamond
CLVD-ISO plots. To assess the quality of the retrieved moment
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Figure 6. Synthetic tests of the moment and source tensor inversions of shear AE events. The P-axes (red circles in focal spheres) and T-axes (blue plus signs
in focal spheres) and the non-DC components (black dots in diamond plots) are calculated for the source tensors (upper plots) and moment tensors (lower
plots) of AEs in (a) anisotropic attenuating model, (b) isotropic attenuating model and (c) anisotropic elastic model.

tensors the normalized rms error between theoretical and observed
amplitudes is determined using the following formula:

rms =

√
N∑

i=1

(
Aobs

i − Atheor
i

)2

√
N∑

i=1

(
Aobs

i

)2

(21)

where Atheor are the theoretical amplitudes predicted by the retrieved
moment tensor, and Aobs are the synthetic amplitudes imitating ob-
servations. Subscript i is the sequential number of the sensor, and N
is the total number of sensors at which the amplitudes were recorded
for the respective event.

If the true anisotropic attenuating medium is used for calculating
the Green’s function in the inversion, the retrieved moment and
source tensors are correct (Fig. 6a) and the rms is zero. The PS-
and TS-axes (i.e. the source tensors P- and T-axes) reflect the true
geometry of faulting (see eq. 15). If the medium is mismodelled
by using the isotropic attenuating model (Fig. 6b) or anisotropic
elastic model (Fig. 6c), the PS- and TS-axes as well as the PM- and
TM-axes found in the inversion are similar to the true PS- and TS-
axes. Hence, the orientation of faulting is described adequately by
the P- and T-axes of both tensors regardless of the velocity and
attenuation model considered in the inversion.

The non-DC components of the source and moment tensors be-
have differently. They are zero for true source tensors (Fig. 6a,
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Figure 7. Root-mean-square (rms) values of the moment tensor inversion of synthetic shear (a,b) and tensile (c,d) AEs produced by mismodelling of the
medium. The inversion is performed in: (a,c) the isotropic attenuating medium and (b,d) the anisotropic elastic medium.

upper CLVD-ISO plot) but non-zero for true moment tensors
(Fig. 6a, lower CLVD-ISO plot). The non-DC components of
true moment tensors are produced by the velocity and attenuation
anisotropy in the focal zone (see eq. 16). The upper CLVD-ISO
plots in Figs 6(b) and (c) document that the velocity mismodelling
by neglecting anisotropy or attenuation produces false non-DC com-
ponents in the source tensors. In particular, the CLVD component is
affected and the errors are about three times larger than those of the
ISO component. Also, the retrieved non-DC components are biased
and more scattered than the true ones (Fig. 6, lower CLVD-ISO
plots).

If the velocity anisotropy is neglected, the rms values increase
with proceeding deformation. Anisotropy becomes stronger dur-
ing the loading cycle and the assumption of an isotropic medium
becomes more inadequate (Fig. 7a).

4.4 Analysis of tensile AEs

A dataset of tensile AEs was analysed analogously to the shear AEs.
Again, the source tensors for the anisotropic attenuating medium
(Fig. 8a, upper plot) describe the true faulting geometry of the
events. The distribution of the PM- and TM-axes shows that moment
tensors of tensile events (Fig. 8a, lower plot) are more sensitive to
anisotropy than those of shear events (Fig. 6a, lower plot). The PM-
and TM-axes are remarkably different from the PS- and TS-axes and
cannot easily be interpreted in terms of geometry of faulting.

When the P-wave amplitudes are inverted assuming the isotropic
attenuating model, the clustering of the PS- and TS-axes is lost
due to velocity mismodelling (Fig. 8b, upper plot). The uncertain-
ties are high and the interpretation of faulting parameters from the
source tensors becomes impossible. By contrast, neglecting attenu-
ation does not influence significantly the directions of the retrieved

PS- and TS-axes (Fig. 8c, upper plot). Their deviations from the true
directions are small.

Focussing on the non-DC components, the sensitivity to neglect-
ing anisotropy or attenuation is similar for moment and source
tensors. The retrieved non-DC components are biased and more
scattered than the true ones. Especially, the CLVD component is
sensitive to mismodelling of the medium, because the errors are
about three times larger than those of the ISO (Figs 8b and c). In
general, the sensitivity of the non-DC components of tensile events
is comparable to that of shear events.

4.5 Inversion for anisotropic attenuation

We examined whether observations of AEs could jointly be inverted
for moment tensors and attenuation of the medium. The synthetic
dataset was created analogously to the previous datasets of tensile
AEs, except for the value of the slope angle. While the range of the
slope was very narrow in the previous tests (between 25◦ and 26◦),
here the slope ranged from –10◦ to 25◦. These values were found
in the analysis of observed AEs. The true vertical and horizontal
attenuations AV and AH were 3.4 × 10−3 and 5.6 × 10−3, respec-
tively. To simulate realistic observations of AEs, we contaminated
synthetic amplitudes with uniformly distributed, random noise with
a noise level up to 30 per cent of the amplitude at the respective
sensor.

We repeatedly inverted the synthetic data of tensile AEs for their
moment tensors assuming various velocity models. We fixed veloc-
ity anisotropy (taken from the experiment, see Fig 3a) and varied
horizontal and vertical attenuations. In the inversion, we simplified
the problem assuming attenuation to be time-independent. The op-
timum horizontal and vertical attenuation values have been found
by minimizing the mean rms of all events in a grid with horizontal
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Figure 8. Synthetic tests of the moment and source tensor inversions of tensile AEs. The slope angle is ranging from 25◦ to 26◦. The P-axes (red circles in
focal spheres) and T-axes (blue plus signs in focal spheres) and the non-DC components (black dots in diamond plots) are calculated for the source tensors
(upper plots) and moment tensors (lower plots) of AEs in (a) anisotropic attenuating model, (b) isotropic attenuating model and (c) anisotropic elastic model.

and vertical attenuations ranging from 0 to 9.4 × 10−3 s km–1 in
steps of 2 × 10−4 s km–1.

The results of the inversion are shown in Fig. 9. The rms function
is smooth ranging between 0.069 and 0.348. The minimum rms
is found for vertical attenuation of 3.2 × 10−3 and for horizontal
attenuation of 5.8 × 10−3. A good correspondence of the results with
the true values indicates that the inversion is sufficiently robust and
thus applicable to real observations. Similar results have also been
obtained when calculating the misfit between the inverted and true
amplitudes using the L1-norm instead of the standard L2-norm, and
when 5 or 10 per cent of events with the highest rms (i.e. outliers)
have been removed when calculating the mean rms.

5 A P P L I C AT I O N T O L A B O R AT O RY
DATA

5.1 Sensor calibration

Since measuring correct amplitudes is a key factor in determin-
ing accurate moment tensors, sensors of AEs must be carefully
calibrated and coupling effects between the sensors and a speci-
men should be suppressed. We apply two methods for calibrating
the AE sensors. First, the ‘ultrasonic calibration’ (Kwiatek et al.
2014b), which employs ultrasonic transmission data for evaluating
sensor amplifications and coupling effects. Second, the ‘network
calibration’ (Davi & Vavryčuk 2012; Davi et al. 2013), based on a
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Figure 9. Synthetic test of the inversion for anisotropic attenuation. The
mean rms value characterizes the mean fit of amplitudes in the moment
tensor inversion for the synthetic AEs. The rms values are colour coded.
The attenuation axes are in s km–1. The optimum solution is marked by the
white circle. The optimum rms is 0.069 for the horizontal attenuation of
5.8 × 10−3 s km–1 and the vertical attenuation of 3.2 × 10−3 s km–1.

Figure 10. Calibration of sensors. Red triangles/blue plus signs show am-
plifications of sensors determined using the ultrasonic calibration (Kwiatek
et al. 2014b) and the network calibration (Davi & Vavryčuk 2012), re-
spectively. For sensors 3, 11 and 12, the amplifications of the ultrasonic
calibration are missing, because the calibration was unstable.

joint inversion of many AE events for moment tensors and sensor
amplifications.

Both methods yielded amplification factors ranging between 0.75
and 1.3 and detected no problems with coupling for 9 of 12 sensors
(see Fig. 10). The other three sensors (sensors 3, 11 and 12) were
calibrated just by the network calibration, because the ultrasonic
calibration produced unstable results. The network calibration re-
vealed that sensors 3 and 11 had slightly anomalous amplifications
(1.4 and 0.5) and sensor 12 had a flipped polarity and amplification
close to zero. Therefore, sensor 12 was excluded from the analysis
and data recorded at the other sensors were corrected by the found
amplifications.

Figure 11. Inversion for anisotropic attenuation. The mean rms value char-
acterizes the mean fit of amplitudes in the moment tensor inversion for
observed AEs. The rms values are colour coded. The attenuation axes are in
s km–1. The optimum solution is marked by the white circle. The optimum
rms is 0.21 for the horizontal attenuation of 5.6 × 10−3 s km–1 and the
vertical attenuation of 3.4 × 10−3 s km–1.

5.2 Inversion for anisotropic attenuation

The inversion for attenuation of the rock sample was run for a
set of 429 of 1277 AEs, which occurred in the centre of the sam-
ple and displayed good coverage of sensors on the focal sphere
(Fig. 4b). Amplitudes of AEs were picked using an automatic pick-
ing algorithm based on the Akaike information criterion (Leonard
& Kennet 1999), and inverted for moment tensors by eq. (2). The
inversion of the AEs was repeated for a set of anisotropic, atten-
uating models with fixed time-dependent velocity anisotropy and
variable attenuation. The anisotropic velocity was taken from ultra-
sonic measurements (Fig. 3a) and the anisotropic attenuation varied
in the same grid as in the synthetic test (Section 4.5). For each com-
bination of the vertical and horizontal attenuations, we calculated
the mean rms for the analysed dataset of AEs and searched for its
minimum corresponding to the optimum anisotropic attenuation.
We obtained a smooth 2-D function of rms with its minimum of
0.21 for the horizontal attenuation of 5.6 × 10−3 s km–1 and for the
vertical attenuation of 3.4 × 10−3 s km–1 (Fig. 11). The sensitivity
of the solution to the norm applied to calculating the misfit between
observed and synthetic amplitudes (the L1- or L2-norm) and to the
number of outliers was tested similarly as in the synthetic test (see
Section 4.5). We found that the results are not changing and the
solution remains stable.

Since attenuation in the rock sample is changing with increasing
axial load, the inversion yields just a rough estimate of attenuation
averaged over the loading cycle. Nevertheless, we clearly observe a
higher value of attenuation in the horizontal direction compared to
the vertical direction. This directional dependence is in good corre-
spondence with ultrasonic measurements (Fig. 3d). During loading
of the rock specimen, the horizontal cracks are closing and the pore
space is compacted in the vertical direction. Consequently, elastic
waves travelling in the vertical direction are less attenuated and
the P-wave amplitudes as well as the P-wave velocities increase.
By contrast, vertical cracks are opening causing a reduction of the
P-wave amplitude and velocity and an increase in horizontal at-
tenuation (i.e. direction parallel to the crack normal, see Hudson
1981). Also strain measurements show that dilatant cracking
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Figure 12. Root-mean-square (rms) values of the moment tensor inversion of observed AEs. The inversion is performed in: (a) the anisotropic attenuating
medium, (b) the isotropic attenuating medium and (c) the elastic anisotropic medium.

becomes increasingly important in the horizontal direction
(Stanchits et al. 2006).

5.3 Sensitivity of moment and source tensors
to anisotropy and attenuation

Similarly as in the synthetic tests of the sensitivity of the mo-
ment and source tensors to anisotropy and attenuation (Section 4),
we run the inversion of observed AEs using three medium mod-
els: anisotropic attenuating model, isotropic attenuating model and
anisotropic elastic model. The parameters of velocity anisotropy of
the sample are taken from ultrasonic measurements (see Fig. 3a).
The attenuation parameters were time-dependent according to the
measurements (see Fig. 3d) and scaled by values determined in the
previous section: 5.6 × 10−3 and 3.4 × 10−3 s km–1 in the horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively.

The results are as follows. First, rms values tend to increase
with increasing axial load up to 0.5 independently of the medium
model (Fig. 12). This increase probably reflects the continuous frac-
turing with increasing load, which is not fully described by the
adopted homogeneous medium models. Second, neglecting the ve-
locity anisotropy has a significant impact on the retrieved focal
mechanisms. The PS- and TS-axes (Fig. 13b, upper plot) are highly
scattered and geometry of faulting cannot be well resolved. By con-
trast, if anisotropy is considered and the source tensors correctly
calculated (Figs 13a and c, upper plots), the PS-axes are close to
the vertical direction and the TS-axes are nearly horizontal. This
behaviour is physically reasonable and in correspondence with the
applied stress regime. Third, the non-DC components of the moment
and source tensors are rather stable in all three inversions (Fig. 13).
The ISO and CLVD components are predominantly positive indicat-
ing that mainly tensile (opening) cracks were activated. The scatter
in the CLVD component is higher than that in the ISO component
as observed for the synthetic tests. This indicates that the errors in
the velocity model mainly affect the CLVD component by produc-
ing their high scatter. Furthermore, the non-DC components of the
source tensors are better clustered than the non-DC components of
the moment tensors. In particular, the scatter in the ISO component
of the source tensors is low.

To further assess the stability of the moment tensors we contam-
inated the observed amplitudes with uniformly distributed noise
with a noise level reaching ±30 per cent of the observed ampli-
tude at the respective sensor. For each event, 100 realizations were
performed. The synthetic tests reveal a mean standard deviation of
8.7, 1.6 and 10.1 per cent for the DC, ISO, and CLVD components,
respectively. The mean deviations of the PM- and TM-axes are 7.5◦

and 18◦, respectively. Hence, the moment tensors are stable and the
errors generated by noise are much lower than the errors gener-

ated by mismodelling of the rock properties such as by neglecting
anisotropy or attenuation of the velocity model.

6 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C LU S I O N S

Laboratory experiments are advantageous for the analysis of sensi-
tivity of source and moment tensors to anisotropy and attenuation
since: (1) they are carried out under controlled conditions and the
physical parameters of the rock sample can be accurately mon-
itored; (2) the sensors can be optimally distributed over the focal
sphere; (3) the rock samples can display various levels of anisotropy
and attenuation and (4) the loading of the rocks samples produces
thousands of AEs needed for a thorough analysis with a statistical
robustness. However, the determination of the moment and source
tensors of AEs is also challenging in several aspects. The sensors
need to be carefully calibrated and the AE sensor coupling problems
should be eliminated. The number of sensors should be high and
the recordings should have a sufficient dynamic range.

Synthetic tests and the laboratory measurements of AEs indicate
that the moment and source tensors are quite sensitive to anisotropy
and attenuation of the rock sample. Neglecting anisotropy and/or
attenuation in the moment tensor inversion reduces the accuracy of
the retrieved DC and non-DC components of the moment and source
tensors. The errors in the non-DC components are mainly projected
into the CLVD component which displays about three times higher
scatter than the ISO component. Similar observations are reported
by Stierle et al. (2014).

The errors produced by mismodelling of the medium also depend
on the fracturing mode of AEs: tensile events are more sensitive to
neglect of anisotropy and attenuation than shear events. This is ex-
plained by differences in the radiation pattern of shear and tensile
sources. The radiation of a shear source has four lobes in isotropic
media: two lobes of the positive polarity and two lobes of the neg-
ative polarity. The lobes are well-separated by nodal planes and
constrain tightly the P- and T-axes. By contrast, the radiation pat-
tern of a tensile source in isotropic media is axially symmetric and
without nodes, predominantly with a single polarity. Consequently,
the P- and T-axes are not well constrained being sensitive to devia-
tions in amplitudes due to errors in the velocity model.

The presence of velocity anisotropy in a rock poses another com-
plication. Geometry of faulting cannot simply be interpreted using
the P- and T-axes of the moment tensors. These axes are affected
by the velocity anisotropy and deviate from the true orientation of
faulting. The stronger the anisotropy is, the higher the deviations
are. This effect is eliminated by calculating and interpreting the P-
and T-axes of the source tensors.

Finally, we proved that the moment tensor inversion applied
to a large dataset of AEs could be utilized for determining the
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Figure 13. Moment and source tensor inversions of observed AEs. For meaning of the quantities, see the captions of Figs 6 and 8.

P-wave attenuation of the rock sample. The resolution of the method
permits distinguishing between values of attenuation in the horizon-
tal and vertical directions. The retrieved values are consistent with
constraints on attenuation from independent ultrasonic measure-
ments. The anisotropic attenuation with high values in the horizon-
tal direction is explained by forming tensile cracks in the sample
aligned along the vertical axial load applied to the specimen.
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